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Special Objects: 

 
 

ater Pile:  Water Pile also known as Waters Contained and Encapsulated Waters 

is one of four special elemental companions for Prince Dasarēan  and Princess 

Yuestasīa.  These contained mystical waters can stretch and pull. Their natural 

molecules are separate but linked.  One way that an elemental master can use its 

natural properties is to form a looking glass.  A looking glass becomes an 

elemental gateway from two sides.  The waters are yet another form of pure truth.  If used by a 

proper master of good nature, he is able to see reality as it is whether it is before him or through 

to another area or realm. 

 

 

oil Pile:  Soil Pile is most akin to the People of Land and Stone.  It is also one of 

the four minute companions of Yuestasīa  and Dasarēan  of the Kingdom of Vaera.  

It is shy, but powerful.  Soil pile is amenable to the other three elements but seems 

to often work alone or just at command of its masters. It can separate itself into  
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granuales to perform a feat or move about differently.  It can yawn though it does not have the 

mouth of an upright being.  When it separates itself as it becomes tired, the small spaces of air 

allows Soil Pile to release a noise that is akin to someone yawning.  It is patient and also separate 

from the general land itself.  Yet the land of all Sacred Four Kingdoms can communicate with not 

only other aspects of nature such as the grass, but can speak to those upright beings other than its 

masters.  Dasarēan and Yuestasīa realize after entering that realm that soil pile appears most 

kindred to Leaf as they form a special friendship, which seems most natural given that they are 

both of Land and Stone.  

 

 

inds Contained:  Winds Contained is also known as Encapsulated Winds or 

Sacred Breezes.  It is most reflective of the Kingdom of Atuphratī.  However, it 

as well as the other small companions are most inclined to each other.  As 

Dasarēan  and Yuestasīa  grew in their mastery of elemental alchemy, they are 

reminded that the Winds Contained and the Waters Encapsulated are most 

kindred and complimentary.  The sacred winds and mystical waters are also 

elements of favour used to create a looking glass. 

 

 

 

ire Pile:  Fire Pile is formally known as Flame Contained but is often referred 

to as Flame.  It and Fireball do not have the same origin.  Fire Pile, although 

strong, is not created to be consumed by anger.  It is protective of its masters 

and willing to obey at their command.  Fire pile can leap but not fly.  It can 

suspend itself mid-air especially when it wishes to look upon the faces of its 

masters.  Flame Contained emits warmth but is not prone to overheat. Fire pile can communicate 

with Fireball, but mostly it will remain in the company of Yuestasīa’s and Dasarēan’s  other 

miniature companions—upon the prince’s and princess’ shoulders.  Fire pile is of a natural 

orangish hue and although it is usually small in size, it can be just as surprising as waters contained 

encapsulated winds and soil pile. 

 

 

ooking Glass:  Generally among the Sacred Four, the Looking Glass is an object 

created by an experienced master, hopefully of good nature, it has the ability to 

open two sides of the presence without disturbing the flow of space.  Masters use 

different forms of looking glasses to hear elsehwhere to inform their respective 

Crowns of enemies afoot, encroaching enemies or an increase in dissatisfaction 

within their kingdom-worlds.  They can also bridge realms beyond the tanible 

and intangible Leaf.  Leaf is a special extension of one of the sacred four trees that are interlaced 

among four columns used to demarcate the Four Kingdoms of this world:  Vaera, Yīala, Vahera, 

and Atuphratī.  Leaf assists Prince Dasarēan  in accessing the looking glass for entry so that he 

may reunite with Yuestasīa  in that other realm.  It is generally large, has personality as it is 

sentient and is a helpful companions.  Though it can be serious, it enjoys rustling Prince 

Dasarēan’s hair from behind. 
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word Watered:  Sword Watered is casually referred to as watersword.  It is one 

of two special swords that Princess Yuestasīa  and Prince Dasarēan  wield as 

weapons of defense.  Sword Watered is Sword Flamed’s complement.  Both obey 

the command of their masters.  Sword Watered can change form and become of 

use in other ways.  Its blade is made of special mystical waters that can pull and 

separate from this protective weapon.  It is one of two weapons tht Dasarēan  and Yuestasīa  wield 

against Atharīa without the extreme emotion that could compromise their intent for use.  Its 

qualities include the ability to wound and wrap itself around other objects and entwine itself with 

winds before returning to its original form.  The master of Sword Watered can direct a watery 

looking glass or allow for it to be subsumed within the mystical weapon.  Master Dasarēan  can 

call for Sword Watered to dissipate for its own protection or as a form of hidden sheath behind 

the Veil of the Seen.  Either Prince Dasarēan  or Princess Yuestasīa  can wield Sword Watered. 

 
 

word Flamed:  Sword Flamed is a mystical weapon that can be used Princess by 

Yuestasīa  or Prince Dasarēan.  This manner of defense is the complement to 

Sword Watered.  Sword Flamed can pierce through flesh just as any other sword.  

It also communicates with fire pile.  Sword Flamed can attach itself as if a sheath 

is present at the back of Dasarēan  or Yuestasīa  though one is not physically 

there.  Sword Flamed can easily communicate with Fireball, a special companion of Princess 

Yuestasīa  and Prince Dasarēan. They can attach themselves to each other though they are not of 

the same origin, nor are they comprised of the exact same properties.  Sword Flamed can release 

embers of power. This special weapon can hear, especially the command of its masters.  Sword 

Flamed can feel just as Fireball as all of Yuestasīa’s and Dasarēan’s companions have a kind but 

protective inclination towards them both.  It is usually not used as a weapon of slaughter but that 

of defense.  Yet this and Sword Watered are weapons to be used by masters against particular 

sorts of enemies.  These enemies have usurped the alchemic trandition and forced it with their 

nefarious intent, threatening the purpose the Forces created the Sacred Four. 

 

 

ireball:  Fireball is a special guardian and companion of Prince Dasarēan  and 

Princess Yuestasīa.  Fireball is comprised of layers of flames.  He has a gnerally 

even temperament, but becomes angry and is unyielding in its protective instinct 

concering Prince Dasarēan  and Princess Yuestasīa.  Fireball can peel back its tiers 

of flame tor eveal its blue-violet core.  Usually it performs this act as a manner of 

defense when either it or its companions are attacked.  On occasion, it will perform 

this feat to celebrate a victory.  Fireball is very observant of Sword Flamed.  It can communicate 

to both this weapon and Flame Contained.  It can cool itself to alter its composition for defensive 

combat.  Fireball can easily sense of near or encroaching danger and will rotate as a foreshadow 

to warn innocents.  It sometimes emits a high-pitched sound, but usually it is part of its active 

transitioning points to serve a specific purpose at the behest of the prince and princess.  Although 

Fireball is of another expanse, it is a sentient being of honour and duty.  It understands its 

surroundings and can sometimes sense people’s intentions. 


